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3.5 TONNE BOX BODIES

WHY PANELTEX?
HIGHEST PAYLOAD
Class-leading payload, due to a low unladen weight, coupled with
high thermal efficiency and precise temperature control
Can be engineered specifically to maximise payload, giving a
significantly higher payload than industry standards

THERMALLY EFFICIENT
Paneltex 3.5T box bodies are availble with highest thermal
efficiency in this class
Certified ATP Class A - C is offered on all Paneltex 3.5T bodywork

FLEXIBLE OPTIONS AND CUSTOMIZATION
Unrivalled service includes many features, some entirely bespoke.
All vehicles are offered with a full range of options, to make them fit
perfectly into any operation
Operators’ branding can shine through Paneltex GRP mouldings,
which are low-cost and lightweight, offering fridge fairings, side
skirts and more
Paneltex works with all major vehicle equipment manufacturers to
give total flexibility on these vehicle
In-house colour and paint facility keeps vans on brand

EXEMPLARY AFTERCARE
Vehicle off-road times are kept to a minimum by next-day spare
parts delivery and a full Paneltex warranty. Spares are easy to fit and
low-cost, meaning vehicle maintenance is simple and effective

TYPE APPROVAL
Very full range of National/European type approvals makes
registering these vehicles fast and straightforward
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Each PANELTEX 3.5T BOX VAN is an individually designed amalgamation of
high quality bodywork, built to Paneltex’s exceptional production standards,
and a wide range of options both for the operation and the styling of the
vehicle. Available in single-, dual- or multi-compartment boxes, Paneltex
3.5T Refrigerated Box Bodies can be designed and manufactured to ideally
suit any urban delivery situation. The flexible temperature-control options
available on these vehicles allows for any specification and any operation.
In Paneltex’s production sites, there is the facility to offer bespoke design
solutions, alongside the entire production process.

The ability to offer bespoke design and engineering means the
range of vehicles built by Paneltex in the 3.5T weight class is vast
and varied. The Paneltex Design Team is highly experienced in
developing different and new vehicles to specifically suit individual
delivery operations and has proven its quality time and again with
numerous customers and end-users.

The extremely low body weight available is testament to this
innovative design approach, as our work with both long-standing
and new customers has consistently found the correct, most
effective vehicle. This means the payload Paneltex offers is higher
than on any other refrigerated 3.5T vehicle, while the insulation can
strictly maintain temperature in the same vehicle.

These high quality features, along with such an innovative approach
to design and the opportunity to adapt a vehicle or a fleet of vehicles
to fulfil any delivery requirements, make Paneltex the ideal choice
for providing engineering and manufacturing of 3.5T refrigerated
vehicles.

SUPPORTIVE AFTERCARE
All Paneltex products are backed by strong warranty and
exceptional aftersales support. Spare parts stocks are maintained
for 10 year, as a matter of policy and, as well as the web-based
spare parts ordering system, the helpful team is committed to
finding the correct part and providing next-day delivery of a
wide variety of spare parts. Alongside this, the warranty and
aftercare team is dedicated to keeping vehicle off-road times
to an absolute minimum. Working extended hours and going
the extra mile is a common occurrence for every member of the
team, which is a massive testament to their high success rate at
getting vehicles back in operation when issues unexpectedly
arise.
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